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It shall be lawful to picket /remises for the purpose of peacefully
/ersuading any person to . . .— Times.
3.	repeated prepositions
The founders 0/"the study ^"the origin ^human culture.—MORLEY.
After the manner 0/the author ^/"the immortal speeches ^Pericles.—
MORLEY.
Togo's announcement of the destruction of the righting power of
Russia's Pacific squadron.— Times*
The necessity of the modification of the system of administration.—
Times.
An exaggeration of the excesses of the epoch of sentimentalism.—
morley.
Hostile to the justice of the principle of the taxing of those values
which . . .—lord rosebery.
The observation of the facts of the geological succession *?/*the forms
of life.—huxley.
Devoid of any accurate knowledge of the mode of development of
many groups of plants and animals.—huxley.
One uniform note of cordial recognition ^the complete success a/the
exp eriment.—Times.
The first fasciculus ^the second volume 0/"the Bishop of Salisbury's
critical edition of St. Jerome's Revision of the Latin New Testament.—
Times.
The appreciation efiht House 0/*the benefits derived by the encourage-
ment afforded by the Government to the operations of.. .—Times.
The study of the perfectly human theme of the affection of a man of
middle age.—-Times.
His conviction 0/"the impossibility 0/"the proposal either 0/*the creation
0/"elective financial boards ...—Daily Express.
Representative <?/"the mind ^the age ^literature.—RTJSK.IN.
Indignation against the worst offenders against. ..—Times.
A belief in language in harmony with .. .—Daily Telegraph.
The opposition .. .to the submission to the claims.—Times.
Taken up with warfare with an enemy ...—freeman.
Palmerston wasted the strength derived by England by the great war by
his brag.—granville.
Unpropitious/<w any project for the reduction ...—Times.
Called upon to decide upon the reduction ...—Times.
4.	sequence of relatives
A garret, in which were two small beds, in one of which she gave me
to understand another gentleman slept.—borrow.

